PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMISSIONER OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION
TELANGANA: HYDERABAD
PRESENT: Sri Navin Mittal, I.A.S.,
COMMISSIONER

Sub:- Technical Education –Establishment – Sri V.Krishnaiah, Lecturer in Civil Engg, S.G.M Government Polytechnic, Abdullapurmet temporary Promotion to the post of Senior Lecturer in Civil Engineering –Posting Orders – Issued.

Ref:- 1. Minutes of the Departmental Promotion Committee,
Dt. 30.08.2019
2. Note approval by the Commissioner of Technical Education, Hyderabad

&&&&

The Departmental Promotion Committee which met on 30.08.2019 have considered and recommended the name of eligible candidates for promotion to the post of Senior Lecturers in Civil Engineering, in Government Polytechnics for the panel year 2018-19.

2. Based on the recommendations of the Departmental Promotion Committee the following promotion of Lecturer to the post of Senior Lecturer in Engineering is ordered.

3. In the circumstances and under the provisions of Rule 10 (a) of Telangana State and Subordinate Service Rules, 1996 Sri V.Krishnaiah, Lecturer in Civil Engg, S.G.M Government Polytechnic, Abdullapurmet whose name was approved by the DPC is temporarily promoted to the post of Senior Lecturer in Civil Engineering in the AICTE Scale of Pay of Rs. 15600-39100 with an AGP 7000/- and posted in the existing vacancies as Senior Lecturer of Civil Engineering, Government Polytechnic for Women Suryapet

4. As per Rule 11 (b) of TS State and Subordinate Service Rules, 1996 as amended in G.O.Ms.No.145 G.A (Ser.D) Department, Dt. 15.06.2004, he will be allowed 15 days of joining time from the date of receipt of the posting orders. If he fails to join the new post to which he is promoted within the said time limit or evade joining the post by proceeding on leave he will forfeit his right of promotion to the post for the present panel year. His case will be considered for promotion again in the next panel year however subject to availability of vacancies.

5. The Principal, S.G.M. Govt. Polytechnic Abdullapurmet is directed to relieve the above incumbent and Principal, Government Polytechnic for Women Suryapet is directed to accept the Joining report accordingly.
6. The Principals of the Institution concerned is requested to send the compliance to this office promptly.

7. The receipt of the proceedings shall be acknowledged.

(This has the approval of the Commissioner of Technical Education)

Signature valid
Digitally signed by BHADHU
Date: 2019.10.29 15:56:22 IST
Reason: Approved
For COMMISSIONER

To:
Sri V.Krishnaiah, Lecturer in Civil Engg, S.G.M Government Polytechnic, Abdullapurmet through the Principal, S.G.M Government Polytechnic, Abdullapurmet
Copy to the Principal, S.G.M Government Polytechnic, Abdullapurmet
Copy to the Government Polytechnic for Women Suryapet
Copy to the DTO/STO Concerned

K. SATHISH
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
Department of Technical Education
Government of Telangana, Hyderabad.